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May 2018, Singapore – Luminox, known for its pioneering use of self-powered illumination technology, 

launches the newest addition to the nautical SEA series - the Leatherback Sea Turtle Collection. This is Luminox’s 

latest lower-priced collection targeting a new set of consumers in the Outdoor Market. 

 

 
 

Introduced at a lower price point, the Leatherback Sea Turtle collection is made accessible to a broader 

consumer base, without affecting the integrity of being lightweight, durable and reliable. The Leatherback Sea 

Turtle watches are built with Carbon Compound case, a trademark of Luminox, and scratched resistant mineral 

crystal glass, making this collection as sturdy as the others. The other features of the Leatherback Sea Turtle will 

be its stainless steel double-gasket protected crown and 10ATm water resistance. Also, the reason why this 

collection is called Leatherback Sea Turtle is because of the classic Luminox case design with the protected 

crown balanced by an opposite outcropping, which have been compared to the shape of a sea turtle.  

 

 
The Luminox Light Technology (LLT) provides unmatched night visibility through a self-powered illumination 

system that lasts up to 25 years without requiring an exterior light source or the push of a button. Traditionally, 

Luminox watches have Tritium tubes on every numeral on the dial. However, the Leatherback Sea Turtle 

watches have six tubes, marking the even numerals on the dial. This provides the same 24/7 visibility, catering 



 

to the needs of Luminox consumers while using half as many gas tubes. To enhance the visibility of the watch, 

tritium tubes are placed on the hour and minute hands for users to tell the time in any light conditions, and 

Super LumiNova is used for the bezel illumination of the watch. Striving for maximum comfort for the wrist, the 

signature strap of the Sea Turtle collection uses a loop-lock.  Furthermore, this new collection is offered in both 

the popular 44mm size (0320 Series) and a 39mm size (0300 series) for those who prefer a smaller option. 

 

Aiming to cater to a bigger consumer market, the Leatherback Sea Turtle collection is priced at an affordable 

SRP of SGD $395, while maintaining Luminox’s signature features of being lightweight and durable.  

 

Leatherback Sea Turtle 0300 Series (Diameter 39mm) 

 
 

 

Leatherback Sea Turtle 0320 Series (Diameter 44mm) 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

0301 

$395/$422.70 

0301.BO 

$395/$422.70 

0307.WO 

$395/$422.70 

0321 

$395/$422.70 

0321.BO 

$395/$422.70 

0327.WO 

$395/$422.70 

0323 

$395/$422.70 

0329 

$395/$422.70 

0333 

$395/$422.70 

0337 

$395/$422.70 



 

 
ALWAYS VISIBLE  

Navy SEALs, law enforcement, emergency personnel and more wear Luminox watches, and these professionals 

need to be able to see the time no matter the conditions. That’s why Luminox uses tiny tritium gas tubes, which 

will provide illumination for up to 25 years. Unlike other luminosity systems, which depend on exterior light 

sources to charge luminous paint or a pushbutton to illuminate the watch, the luminosity is built right into 

Luminox watches, ensuring that you will always be able to see the time, no matter the conditions.  

 
 
ABOUT LUMI-NOX  
Luminox, the original self-powered luminous watch brand, is the watch of choice for U.S. Navy SEALs, F-117 
NighthawkTM stealth jet pilots, other elite forces and professional divers. Luminox watches glow up to 25 years 
in any light condition, Always Visible. Tough, powerful and accurate, Swiss-made Luminox is the ultimate night 
vision gear for serious athletes, rugged outdoorsmen and other peak performers. Visit luminox.com and 
facebook.com/LuminoxSingapore. 
 
 
AVAILABILITY  
Luminox watches are available at leading department stores (TANGS at Tang Plaza and VivoCity, Robinsons The 
Heeren, OG Orchard Point and authorised watch retailers.  
 
For further information and the list of authorised retailers, please call Crystal Time (S) Pte Ltd at +65 6747 8888 
or visit the website at www.crystaltime.com.sg 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LuminoxSingapore/  
Instagram: LuminoxSG 
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